Introduction and motivation
Small asymmetries in the design and construction of magnetic confinement devices give rise to unwanted non-axisymmetric 'error' fields (EFs), which despite their small amplitude [O( ) − 10 4 ] can significantly affect plasma performance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Recent theoretical advances in understanding the plasma response to EFs have found that the plasma sensitivity can be represented as a hierarchy of modes found through singular value decomposition (SVD) as calculated by the ideal perturbed equilibrium code (IPEC) [6, 7] . Strong (order of magnitude) separation of singular values is usually found [8] , with the first SVD mode termed the 'dominant' mode and coupling to it termed the 'overlap'. The strong singular value ordering implies that the secondary SVD modes can be ignored, and that the plasma sensitivity to any applied spectrum can be well approximated simply by the overlap at each toroidal mode number n, even if much of the spectrum has no overlap. This picture is termed the single-mode model, and if valid is profoundly important to error field correction (EFC) [9, 10] .
Firstly, the single-mode model reduces the EFC problem to the computation of currents in the EF correction coils that null the intrinsic EF's overlap. Further, if the single-mode picture applies, strong performance recovery can be expected after the overlap is nulled, regardless of the EF correction coil geometry. Following is the prediction that in-and ex-vessel correction coils should yield similar performance recovery or equivalently that the poloidal spectrum of the correction coils need not be well matched to the EF source, since the magnitude of residual EF is deemed to be unimportant as it has no overlap. For this reason the validity of the single-mode picture determines whether the strict geometric tolerance of the tokamak [O( ) − 10 4 ] is overly stringent or not, as the enforced tolerance does not include the expected performance recovery after the overlap has been nulled by the correction coils.
The single-mode model can be applied independently to various plasma EF sensitivities, such as rotation braking or field amplification, and some may be single-modal while others not. For example, while recent results have demonstrated that the n = 2 field amplification is itself multi-modal [11] , the singlemode model applied to magnetic braking does not necessitate the presence of multiple magnetic plasma response modes. If sensitivity was firstly to components of the EF amplified by a (single) plasma mode, and secondly to a component that was not amplified but was equally important, this would still require multiple component correction and thus be inconsistent with the single-mode model for this sensitivity.
Recent DIII-D experiments have validated several aspects of the single-mode model for the main n = 1 EF sensitivities. It was demonstrated that intrinsic EF correction currents over many experiments are consistent with nulling the overlap, [12] and further that the plasma is remarkably insensitive to n = 1 fields which have no overlap [13] . Specifically, plasma rotation in H-mode plasmas and EF penetration thresholds in Ohmic plasmas were nearly unchanged despite application of large amplitude probing fields with no overlap. This was consistent with calculations of the neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV) braking torque, which was found to be small for n = 1 fields with no overlap.
These results motivate a similar study using n = 2 fields that is the topic of this paper. Like n = 1, n = 2 fields can cause significant rotation braking and drive tearing instabilities [14, 15] . However unlike n = 1, n = 2 fields also significantly enhance particle transport (termed density pumpout) [16, 17] and degrade energy confinement [18] . Plasmas also operate farther from n = 2 stability limits and so field amplification is weaker for n = 2 than n = 1 [11, 19] . In contrast, NTV braking torques [20] are stronger per unit field strength. Experience gained at n = 1 may thus not extend to n = 2 fields.
In this paper EF correction of known n = 2 error fields is studied and the degree of performance recovery for various sensitivities contrasted. Experiments reported here are similarly conducted to those of reference [13] , with both using the same equilibrium target and both correcting large amplitude ex-vessel coil set fields with in-vessel coil set fields. As was the case with the n = 1 study, it will be shown that optimal n = 2 EFC currents (termed I opt ) are consistent with nulling the IPEC overlap as well as minimizing the volume integrated NTV torque calculated using ideal MHD (IPEC) plasma response computation [21, 22] . In both studies, the poor spectral match between the ex-and in-vessel coil sets ensures that even after optimal correction a large residual field remains, though as mentioned the plasma was found to be remarkably insensitive to this residual field for n = 1. In contrast, it will be shown that the n = 2 residual field after optimal correction still drives significant rotation braking, and thus the braking from n = 2 EF cannot be recovered with poorly matched Table 1 . Comparison of coupling to the IPEC dominant mode (denoted overlap) and total field power (by Parseval's theorem) for the in-and ex-vessel coil sets shown in figure 1 .
C-coil 0.417 47.6 I-coil 1.290 7.0 spectra, unlike n = 1. This imperfect performance recovery demonstrates the importance of multiple components of the n = 2 response and thus the single-mode model fails for this sensitivity. Unlike braking, density pumpout is found to be fully corrected when the overlap was nulled, indicating pumpout is only affected by a single n = 2 component, as expected by the single-mode model. These results are confirmed by contrasting the response to n = 2 probing fields calculated to have maximized and nulled overlap, demonstrating that through precise spectral control density pumpout and rotation braking can be decoupled. Furthermore, the first observation of an offset rotation for n = 2 fields is presented, indicating the mechanism for rotation braking by the n = 2 field is primarily through NTV. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes discharge conditions and n = 2 applied field geometries. Section 3 presents the measurement of I opt through rotation braking. Section 4 directly examines the role of the n = 2 poloidal spectrum and describes NTV calculations of these spectra. section 5 assesses alternate metrics for optimal n = 2 correction. section 6 validates the use of NTV theory through the observation of an offset rotation for n = 2 fields. Discussion and conclusion are given in section 7.
Experimental setup
This experiment uses a lower single null ITER-similar shape H-mode scenario, shown in figure 1(a) . For this equilibrium normalized current I N = 1.12, normalized pressure β N ≈ 2.0, and safety factor q 95 = 4.3. Co-neutral beam injected power of 4.2 MW and torque (T NBI ) of 3.3 N·m yields robust toroidal rotation (≈10 kHz) and thus a plasma tolerant to large imposed EFs-facilitating measurement. Electron densities are around 3-4 × 10 19 m −3 , ion and electron temperatures peak at ≈4 keV with edge pedestal-top values of ≈2 and 1 keV respectively. Pedestal electron collisionality ν* ≈ 0.33 is relatively low, allowing large neoclassical toroidal viscosity torques (T NTV ) to be driven by the n = 2 fields. While n = 2 fields can suppress edge-localized modes on DIII-D [11, 18] this effect is not found in these experiments as I-coil currents are below threshold values and q 95 is outside of known resonances for ELM suppression.
The geometry of the in-vessel 'I-coil' and ex-vessel 'C-coil' are also shown in figure 1(a) . As the coil set geometry is very dissimilar, so too is the spectrum of their applied n = 2 fields. To analyze the spectrum, Fourier decomposition is performed using the SURFMN code [23] , with figure 1(b) displaying the computed poloidal spectra near the plasma boundary (normalized poloidal flux Ψ N = 0.98) for both coil sets used in this work. Coilset fields are normalized to 1 kA in the leads. The C-coil spectrum is dominantly low poloidal mode number (m) due to its distance from the plasma, while the I-coil spectrum displays more structure. The I-coil is hardwired to equal toroidal phase between upper and lower rows (even parity). This hardwiring is chosen to maximize coupling to the IPEC overlap, as will be described. These configurations are what would be used to correct the n = 2 intrinsic EF with each individual coil set independently. A key output of IPEC plasma response calculations [6, 24] is the coupling of the external field to the plasma resonant surfaces. IPEC calculates the coupling from arbitrary external fields to each resonant surface, then performs a SVD on the coupling to all rational surfaces, and outputs the field patterns of each SVD mode. The first left-singular vector (≡ Δ m , shown in figure 1(c) ) represents the 'dominant mode' which dominates the coupling to the resonant surfaces. The second left-singular vector is the sub-dominant mode, to which coupling can also be calculated [8] . The singular value separation is over ten-fold for the equilibria of this study, indicating IPEC predicts a weak role for the subdominant modes. Note these IPEC outputs do not require definition of an applied spectrum as Δ m is an inherent property of the axisymmetric equilibrium. The degree of coupling to the dominant mode of the n = 2 response is a scalar property of any given externally applied n = 2 spectrum, and is calculated by forming the inner product (in m) of the applied spectrum (δB m n , vac ) with the IPEC plasma response coupling vector (Δ m ) [8] ,
and is denoted the 'overlap' of the applied field with the IPEC dominant mode. Despite being a linear operation on a vacuum field (δB vac ), this metric includes the role of the plasma response through the definition of Δ m by IPEC. The square of the IPEC overlap is proportional to the resonant torque in the single-mode limit, despite the fact that IPEC is an ideal MHD code and cannot directly calculate the reconnected flux and thus the resonant torque magnitude. Further, in the singlemode limit the square of the overlap is also proportional to the NTV torque despite the normal definition of NTV as a non-resonant torque, as the excitation of this single mode will dominate all other non-axisymmetry in the plasma. In this work the Perturbed Equilibrium Non-ambipolar Transport (PENT) code [22] is used to calculate the NTV torque. Although the NTV torque is found to dominate in these plasmas (see section 6), both the resonant and non-resonant torques contribute to the rotation braking [25, 26] . Note equation (1) differs slightly from reference [24] due to the absence of a normalization to the total field power.
The overlap of the applied spectra in figure 1(b) are given in table 1, as well as the total field power by Parseval's theorem. Calculations prior to the experiment found that a relative phase between I-coil rows of 0° maximized the overlap, thus large coupling is generated for relatively low total field power. Another important property of the overlap is that it can be fully nulled by judicious choice of applied spectrum. For any two fixed coil sets (here in-and ex-vessel) there is a unique choice of relative amplitude and toroidal phase between the coil sets (a unique spectrum) that nulls the overlap, with the first coil set canceling the overlap of the second. With three fixed coil sets two extra degrees of freedom are provided, yielding a two-dimensional manifold of relative amplitudes and phases between the three coil sets that still preserve a nulled overlap. Fields with nulled overlap are termed 'orthogonal' and will be discussed in subsequent sections. figure 3 . 
Measurement of optimal correction currents via angular momentum
Measurement of optimal currents is achieved by scanning the I-coil field with and without a large (5 kA) imposed C-coil proxy EF. Cases without the proxy EF are needed as the DIII-D tokamak is known to possess a significant n = 2 intrinsic EF [27] , which must be subtracted from the optimal current measurement with the proxy EF energized. Several discharges are used in each scan dataset, and representative discharges are shown in figure 2 . The C-coil (shown in figures 2(a) and (b)) provides optimized n = 1 EF correction as well as providing the n = 2 proxy field. The small change in the n = 1 component in figure 2(b) is due to imperfect power supply control, generating an unwanted 0.5 kA n = 1 component. The impact of this component is assessed in these conditions with a pure n = 1 ex-vessel field ramp. The momentum degradation from a 0.5 kA n = 1 field is found to be an order of magnitude weaker than the proxy EF, indicating the dominant proxy EF effect is from the intended n = 2 component, not the unintentional n = 1 component. This is further confirmed by considering the fits to n = 1 braking sensitivity presented in [13] , which also find an order of magnitude weaker effect from the n = 1 at the sub-kA level. The I-coil n = 2 amplitude and phase (shown in figures 2(c)-( f )) are slowly scanned in a cross-hair pattern. Without the proxy EF the cross-hair is centered about zero current, while with the proxy EF it is centered about the predicted optimal correction currents. The scans yield clear responses across many global (n = 0) parameters, with line-averaged density (⟨ ⟩ n e ), normalized pressure (β N ), and total angular momentum (L ϕ ) shown in figures 2(g) and (h). These n = 0 parameters are fit on the space defined by I C , a vector representing the magnitude and toroidal phase of the n = 2 component of the I-coil currents, as will be discussed. Figure 2 (h) also previews a key result of this study: the L ϕ degradation introduced by the ex-vessel proxy is not recovered at any value of I-coil current, while density pumpout is recoverable (⟨ ⟩ n e ).
A simple ad hoc model is used to fit the total angular momentum (L ϕ ) to the I-coil current amplitude and phase (I C ), given below:
where α is a braking sensitivity parameter and L ϕ,0 is the maximum angular momentum found at I opt . L ϕ is calculated utilizing the measured n e and carbon Ω ϕ profiles and reconstructed equilibrium geometry. Fits to equation (2) define the optimal n = 2 currents (I opt ) to be where L ϕ is maximized. While this relationship does not employ the nominal quadratic dependence on I C [25] , it will be shown that experimental data with n = 2 fields exhibit a strikingly linear momentum degradation, thus motivating this empirical functional form for the fitting. The quadratic dependence may be absent because the n = 2 field strongly reduces β N which in turn reduces plasma sensitivity to the n = 2 field. Assuming sensitivity is linear in β N would reduce the dependence from quadratic to linear. Experimental fits to equation (2) and data assessment are shown in figure 3 for datasets with and without the C-coil proxy EF. Each scan contains several discharges, which slowly scan a wide range in I C . As T NBI is high, the plasma is robust to the n = 2 fields and can tolerate the significant deviations from optimal correction employed to constrain the fits. Plots of measured L ϕ on the I-coil n = 2 phase space (I C ) are shown in figures 3(a) and (b) for cases with and without the proxy EF. These show degradation of L ϕ away from I opt , as well as a significant difference in I opt with and without the proxy EF. The change in I opt indicates that the proxy and I-coil spectra do interact with one another, and that the I-coil is capable of correcting some component of the proxy field despite poorly table 2 . Note also data from multiple discharges is plotted without normalization, indicating shot-to-shot repeatability is adequate for this measurement. Angular momentum from the intrinsic and intrinsic + proxy datasets is now plotted against the I-coil current magnitude away from I opt in figure 4 . As can be seen, the L ϕ values without the proxy EF are never recovered after the proxy EF is introduced, despite the new optimal correction. This imperfect recovery should be contrasted to previous n = 1 results where strong performance recovery was found using similar plasmas [13] . Imperfect recovery is evidence for multiple components of the n = 2 field affecting the plasma, since if only one component were important the I-coil optimal correction would have removed this component and fully recovered plasma performance. This will be further discussed in section 4.
While complete performance recovery was not achieved after introduction of the n = 2 C-coil proxy EF, figures 3(a) and (b) do show a modification of I opt by the proxy EF thus indicating the two spectra interact with one another. The part of I opt needed to correct the proxy EF is determined by subtracting the I opt of the intrinsic only dataset from the intrinsic + proxy dataset, thus isolating the proxy component as shown in the inset of figure 5 . The proxy EF contribution is compared to modeling in figure 5 , indicating that the experimental I opt are near to those computed to null the overlap. Thus, after correction of the C-coil proxy by the I-coil the total spectrum is very nearly 'orthogonal' to the IPEC dominant mode as there is no residual overlap. Further modeling of T NTV by the PENT code [22] is also consistent with both the overlap null and I opt . This is consistent with previous DIII-D work [13] with n = 1 as well as NSTX results in which n = 3 I opt was found to minimize T NTV [4, 28] . While the overlap can be perfectly nulled, a residual T NTV is found at I opt which partially explains the incomplete performance recovery. The importance of the 'orthogonal' field and the residual braking will be directly explored in section 4.
Direct examination of orthogonal field

Experimental observations
Having confirmed in section 3 the validity of the IPEC overlap to determining I opt for n = 2 fields, a direct assessment of the n = 2 orthogonal field (termed ( + ) I C ortho ) is now presented. The orthogonal field is that which is pre-calculated to have zero overlap (as per equation (1)) and is formed by judicious superposition of I-coil and C-coil fields. Equivalently, this field can be defined as the I-coil I opt superimposed on the C-coil proxy EF, so long as the I-coil intrinsic EF contribution to I opt is subtracted. The orthogonal field is contrasted to I C max spectrum strongly drives degradations in all channels, (c) the ( + ) I C ortho spectrum does not affect pumpout or plasma pressure, though significant braking is still found. a field which has 'maximum' overlap (termed ( + ) I C max ), as defined by inverting the polarity of the I-coil currents relative to the orthogonal field, such that individual coil set overlaps add instead of cancel. The poloidal spectra for these fields are shown in figure 6(a) , and are compared to a C-coil only spectrum. Due to the poor spectral match between coil sets, the modification of the poloidal spectrum required to null the overlap is limited to the high m wings, while the bulk of the spectrum is left unchanged. Computed overlap is shown in table 3, showing a strong ordering, as well as the total field power by Parseval's theorem, which actually increases when forming the ( + ) I C ortho field. Despite modest modification to the applied spectrum, strong n = 0 response differences are seen. While the ( + ) I C max spectrum drives a significant degradation in all channels, the ( + ) I C ortho spectrum does not materially affect pumpout and energy confinement, though L ϕ is still significantly reduced. This is consistent with the observations in the proxy EF dataset presented in section 3. No value of I-coil current could recover the momentum degradation induced by the proxy EF, though density pumpout and energy confinement were restored. Note the changes in the pumpout are consistent with coupling to the resonant surfaces (also proportional to the IPEC overlap) driving density pumpout in this scenario. In contrast, momentum degradation must also arise from additional components of the n = 2 field. Note also that the unintentional n = 1 component found in the proxy EF scan of section 3 was not present in this comparison. Interestingly, the effect of the ( + ) I C ortho field is likely a pure observation of non-resonant braking, despite the application of large m = nq vacuum field components. The direct spectral comparison thus illustrates that in these plasmas density pumpout and energy confinement degradation can be effectively corrected within the single-mode model framework, though rotation braking exhibits significant sensitivities beyond this model requiring a more sophisticated correction strategy.
Comparison to NTV modeling
The disparate sensitivities found between the spectra of figure 6 are simulated by the PENT code to assess the degree to which modeling captures the observation. Figure 7 displays the integrated NTV torque profile computed using the IPEC plasma response to the spectra of figure 6 and representative experimental kinetic profiles. Note while experimental degradations are linear in I C , the computed T NTV is quadratic in I C . PENT predicts a strong ordering of the total T NTV consistent with the degree of coupling to the IPEC overlap, with the total integrated T NTV found to be 0.84 and 0.06 Nm kA −2 for the ( + ) I C max and ( + ) I C ortho field respectively. Experimentally this strong ordering is not found, which will be further discussed in section 7. Looking at the T NTV profiles shown in figure 7 , it can be seen that within the core of the plasma the ( + ) I C ortho field actually drives the largest T NTV , whereas the overlap is found to predominantly control T NTV originating from the edge. T NTV driven from the core of the plasma by the low m harmonics may provide a mechanism for both the unrecoverable L ϕ degradation (note absence of low m harmonics in the I-coil spectrum of figure 1(b) ), though PENT does calculate this contribution to be small. Similar core-edge dependencies were found in PENT simulations of orthogonal n = 1 fields, though for n = 1 the ( + ) I C ortho field drove weak braking, consistent with PENT modeling [13] . Using I C = 3 kA (figure 6 limit), T NTV magnitudes are found to be ≈0.55 Nm for all spectra when integration is truncated at Ψ N = 0.93, while it is 7.3 Nm integrating the entire ( + ) I C max profile. As T NBI is 3.3 Nm and the intrinsic torque is ≈1 Nm, both integration limits are inconsistent with observations, illustrating additional work is needed to understand truncation of the NTV calculation in the steep gradient region. Comparison of overlap and total field power for the n = 2 poloidal spectrum shown in figure 6 . ℓ ℓ
The application of dominantly n = 2 fields with the DIII-D toroidal arrays does result in the generation of n = 4 sidebands [29] . The PENT code was also used to calculate the T NTV expected from this field component. Figure 7 (a) includes the contribution from the n = 4 sideband, which is found to be small for all applied spectra. Interestingly, there is no calculated enhancement at the plasma edge for any of the n = 4 spectra considered.
The kinetic regime for NTV calculations is presented in figure 7(b) , demonstrating that the plasma is mainly in the low collisionality 'ν-regime' of NTV theory [30, 31] .
2 , thus the profile of ν eff is to be compared with ω ω ℓω
In this expression ν eff is the effective collision frequency for trapped ions, ω E , ω D , and ω b is the E × B rotation, magnetic precession, and bounce frequencies, n is the toroidal mode number (=2) and ℓ is the bounce harmonic (=1). Note ω D , and ω b are geometry, energy, and pitch-angle dependent in PENT, but are here given by their reduced large aspect ratio approximation [24] . For most of the plasma, ν ω ω ℓω
. The exception is a narrow region at Ψ N ≈ 0.94 where ω ω ℓω
gives rise to a resonance for ℓ = 1 that dominates T NTV (as can be seen in figure 7(a) ) where the NTV regimes are mixed. That this resonance occurs in the steep gradient region is likely related to the relative difficulty in accurately calculating T NTV for this case and is further discussed in section 7.
Alternate metrics for optimal
While optimization based on L ϕ provides a reliable measurement of I opt , the plasma sensitivity to the n = 2 field extends beyond rotation braking and thus alternate metrics for I opt definition are possible. Optimal correction using alternate global effects (density pumpout and energy confinement degradation) as well as the n = 2 magnetic response are presented in this section. Figure 2 shows global n = 0 parameters (such as β N and ⟨ ⟩ n e ) are also strongly affected by the n = 2 field and thus can also be used as optimization parameters. Fits to β N and ⟨ ⟩ n e , as well as L ϕ for the discharge of figure 2(b) are shown in figure 8 . The difference between the fitted I opt for each optimization parameter is small, with I opt found to be (0.90 ± 0.16, 1.20 ± 0.17, 1.11 ± 0.22) kA for L ϕ , β N and ⟨ ⟩ n e respectively, indicating each are within one 95% confidence interval of each other. Interestingly, agreement with the overlap null shown in figure 5 would actually be improved by using these alternate parameters. Uncertainty can also be assessed by plotting the fit to each parameter enforcing I opt to be defined by fitting L ϕ . These enforced fits are the green dashed line in figure 8(b) and are nearly equal to the direct fits of each parameter. Thus, the differences in the optimal currents between these different optimization parameters are deemed within experimental uncertainties.
Assessment via alternate global parameters
Assessment via n = 2 plasma response minimization
Determination of optimal currents through the minimization of the plasma response is a well established technique for n = 1 EFC [32, 33] . This technique posits that the currents that null the plasma response on the low-field side (LFS) midplane magnetic sensors are equivalent to those that minimize the deleterious n = 0 effect and is expected if the single-mode model is valid. Recent work in plasmas similar to those considered here measured the magnetic response as the poloidal structure of the n = 2 field was varied, though instead of varying in-and ex-vessel fields the relative phase of the two in-vessel coil rows was scanned [11] . Unexpectedly, this demonstrated that significant magnetic responses are present even when the LFS sensors are nulled, and furthermore that currents needed to null the LFS response were not equivalent to minimum n = 0 effect. In this study, the waveforms of the direct spectral study of section 4 also allow extraction of the n = 2 LFS response. This reveals that the LFS response magnitude is in fact larger for the ( + ) I C ortho field than the ( + ) I C max field, supporting the view that the LFS response is not a suitable metric for determination of optimal n = 2 correction currents. Further experimentation to directly investigate the n = 2 response structure while varying the ratio of in-to ex-vessel coil current is required to compare the spectra required to null the plasma response at various poloidal locations to those required to minimize deleterious n = 2 effects before magnetics-based EFC can be reliably extended to n = 2 fields at these moderate β N values.
Observation of NTV offset rotation for n = 2 fields
The use of NTV theory to understand the interaction of n = 2 fields with the plasma is taken as an ansatz for the majority of this study. In this section the dependence of the n = 2 sensitivity on toroidal rotation is presented, highlighting the experimental observation of a rotation profile where the n = 2 field generates no additional braking. This profile is near to the NTV 'offset' rotation [34, 35] , where T NTV is calculated to go near zero. That no additional braking is found experimentally demonstrates the dominance of T NTV over resonant braking in these plasmas and provides another opportunity for NTV theory comparison. As mentioned in section 4.2 these plasmas are in the low collisionality ν-regime of NTV theory [30, 31] , as were the plasmas used for the original observation of the n = 3 offset rotation in reference [34] .
Experimental observations
Experiments are conducted in similar plasmas to those of figure 1. Similar plasma startups are used with full co-current neutral beam injection transitioning to various flat-top neutral beam torques (T NBI ) at 2 s, shown in figure 9(a) . T NBI ranging from full co-current injection to full counter-current injection are achieved, complete with an impulsive zerocrossing of the toroidal rotation for the counter-injected case. This is normally met with the prompt generation of a locked n = 1 mode, though here this is avoided by accurate n = 1 and n = 2 intrinsic EF correction, a small reduction in input power reducing β N and residual EF sensitivity, and application of early electron heating to delay the onset of the sawtooth instability until after the zero-crossing. Discharges are similar in β N , though ⟨ ⟩ n e ranges from 3-4 × 10 19 m 3 due to the variable electron heating.
An applied n = 2 even parity in-vessel coil field (spectrum shown in figure 1(b) ) is ramped at 1.6 kA s −1 from 3-5 s, shown in figure 9(c). Rotation braking (reduction in L ϕ ) is found to varying degrees for all positive T NBI cases, shown in figure 10(a) . The degree of braking is found to decrease as T NBI and L ϕ are reduced. For the negative T NBI (counterrotating) case, the discharge is remarkably not degraded by the n = 2 field in any channel, as shown in figure 10(b) . Unlike all other discharges of this dataset that experienced significant braking and density pumpout by the in-vessel n = 2 field, this discharge is completely insensitive to the field. While the absence of rotation braking is expected by T NTV theory due to the offset rotation effect, the absence of density pumpout is an unexpected observation which will require explanation as the understanding of this phenomenon matures.
Comparison to NTV modeling
The observation of the preceding section is now modeled using the PENT code. Experimental carbon toroidal rotation profiles from the discharges of figure 9 are shown in figure 11(a) , along with the calculated NTV offset rotation profile, which is approximated as −2∂T i /∂Ψ [21] . Slightly different offset rotations are calculated due to differences in ⟨ ⟩ n e and thus T i at constant β N . The counter-rotating discharge is found to be near to, but modestly slower than the offset rotation. For PENT modeling, the carbon rotation is converted to E × B rotation [ f E×B = E r /(2πRB p )], the profiles are smoothly interpolated, and T NTV calculated for each. Modeling is repeated using equilibrium reconstructions of co-and counter-rotating discharges, and the difference taken as calculation uncertainty. As can be seen in figure 11(c) , PENT reproduces a zero-crossing in T NTV , though at rotation values modestly more counter than in experiment, consistent with figure 11(a). Interestingly, a peak in T NTV is calculated at slightly lower counter-rotation values than experiment, a result which was been experimentally verified in other experiments [31] . Note radial integration of T NTV is truncated at Ψ N = 0.92 to avoid the large edge pedestal T NTV contribution due to the resonance shown in figure 7 (b) that was found to be inconsistent with experiment.
Were the integration to continue to the plasma edge the total T NTV values are significantly larger and do not cross zero even for much faster counter-rotation than in the experiment. This is because the steep-gradient region rotation never approaches the offset value as seen in figure 11(a) . Thus both this observation and the the results of section 4 suggest the torques computed from the steep gradient region are anomalously large. The reason for this is not understood and more work is needed to resolve these modeling issues.
Discussion and conclusion
These experiments assessed the importance of IPEC overlap to optimal correction of n = 2 error fields. Discharges with and without a deliberately applied 'proxy' EF from the DIII-D C-coil were optimized by scanning n = 2 I-coil currents. Different I-coil optimal currents were found with and without the proxy EF, indicating that the I-coil could correct a portion of the C-coil EF, despite poorly matched poloidal spectra. The change in the optimal n = 2 correction currents were consistent with those required to null the IPEC overlap, and also with the currents needed to minimize the NTV torque. However, despite optimal I-coil correction, the induced momentum degradation from the C-coil could not be fully recovered. Dedicated discharges applying fields with nulled and maximized overlap confirm the presence of residual braking with fields that have nulled overlap, directly demonstrating additional components of the n = 2 field are important and thus that the n = 2 braking sensitivity is not single-modal. Despite similar equilibrium targets and execution to previous experiments using n = 1 fields, these n = 2 results stand in contrast to the strong performance recovery reported in reference [13] . The importance of the 'orthogonal' field to driving rotation braking is not presently captured by the PENT model, as shown by contrasting the strong ordering of figure 7 to the experimental data. While the qualitative core-edge differences are the likely physical mechanism, work remains to find quantitative agreement. One area of improvement may be the treatment of the plasma core current profile, which is enforced to maintain q min > 1 to avoid large responses in the core, despite the experimental presence of the sawtooth instability. This may be artificial or unnecessary for n = 2 response and NTV calculations. Additionally, sections 4.2 and 6.2 both discuss large contributions to T NTV coming from the very edge of the plasma, where ω ω ℓω
. Torques in this region may be overestimated due to the zero banana width approximation currently used, and in fact the ideal MHD approximation itself will eventually break down at the edge. If one truncates the NTV integration before the pedestal (as in section 6.2), agreement with experiment is significantly improved. These discharges thus pose a challenge to NTV modeling and open up areas of further study.
Nulling IPEC overlap is found to eliminate density pumpout and energy confinement degradation, suggesting this phenomenon is dependent only to the degree of overlap and thus the coupling to the resonant surfaces. Density pumpout is also found to be consistent with the single-mode picture, in that the 'orthogonal' field drives no pumpout. This degradation is thus easier to correct than rotation braking, and indicates that pumpout is sensitive only to the resonant field. Further, through precise n = 2 spectral control (forming the 'orthogonal' field), density pumpout and rotation braking can be decoupled. Determination of I opt using density pumpout as a metric (as opposed to rotation braking) yielded similar values. I opt determination via the magnetic response requires further study to assess if multi-mode response effects prohibit the extension of the magnetic technique to n = 2 fields at moderate β N when using poorly matched poloidal spectra for correction.
Finally, the plasma is found to be insensitive to the n = 2 field when operating at modest counter-current rotation. This is consistent with the phenomenon of an offset rotation as predicted by NTV theory, and confirms that the dominant interaction of the n = 2 field for rotation braking in these plasmas is neoclassical in origin. NTV calculations reproduce the offset rotation phenomenon, though the predicted offset rotation profile is modestly more counter-current than experiment, and integration of the NTV torque is truncated at the pedestal top. Counter-rotating plasmas are also found to be insensitive to density pumpout and associated energy confinement degradation, indicating that the pumpout effect may involve neoclassical physics.
